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Tense/Time Simple Continues Perfect Perfect Continues 

Present -s

He goes

am/is/are -ing

I'm going

have -ed/3rd

He has gone

have been -ing

I have been going

Generally true
Permanent situations
Habits
Timetables
Future aftter "when", "until"

Happening now
Temporary situations
Annoying habits
Definite future plans
Changing situations

Unfinished actions or 
situations
Finished actions or 
situations

How long for unfinished 
actions started in the 
past and continue in 
present

Past -ed

He yelled

was/were -ing

He was yelling

had -ed/3rd

I had yelled

had been -ing

I had been yelling

Finished events with no 
connection to present
Finished time word
Stories, news
Part of conditional

Continuous action in the 
past interrupted by 
another action or time
Background information 
(story)
Two action in past at same 
time

Completed action before 
something else in past
Started in the past and 
continued up to another 
action in the past
Part of 3rd conditional

How long for started 
action in past 
continued up to 
another event or action
Cause of something in 
the past

Future will/shall
am/is/are going to

He will dance
I'm going to sing

will be making

He will be making

will have -ed/3rd

He will have sang

will have been -ing 

I will have been singing

Decision at moment of 
speaking
Prediction based on opinion
Future fact
Promises

Continuous future action is 
interrupted by another 
action
Complete action in the 
future in course of events
Guess about present

Talk about an action 
finished before a certain 
time in future

Talk about an action 
starts before a time and 
continues up to that 
time

Difference between will and going to

Will + infinitive Be going to + infinitive

A decision at the moment of speaking:

Julie: There's no milk.

John: Really? In that case, I'll go and get some.

A decision before the moment of speaking:

Julie: There's no milk.

John: I know. I'm going to go and get some when this TV programme 
finishes.

A prediction based on opinion:

I think the Conservatives will win the next election.

A prediction based on something we can see (or hear) now:

The Conservatives are going to win the election. They already have most 
of the votes.

A future fact:

The sun will rise tomorrow.

For promises / requests / refusals / offers:

I'll help you tomorrow, if you like.

Past tenses
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How to summarize

What is it abouta.
Introduction sentence1.

Detailsa.
Supporting ideas2.

Former conclustion or finish3.

Strategie Memorising

Vocabulary memorising

Analyse keywords of definition1.
Remember definition based on keywords2.

Strategies
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